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A pair of different surface-state and surface-resonance bands has been identified on Bi/Ge(111)–(133)R30° by a combined experimental and computational study. The wave functions of the states have negligible amplitude at Bi atoms and are extended over more than 20 subsurface layers. These bands exhibit characteristic spin structure, which is ascribed to the combined Rashba and atomic spin-orbit interaction (SOI). Unlike previously known surface Rashba systems, the spin polarization is induced by SOI of a light element (Ge) with negligible contribution of a heavier one (Bi).

The space inversion asymmetry at surfaces lifts the spin degeneracy of surface states due to the Rashba spin-orbit interaction (SOI). Such spin polarization was first found on metal surfaces such as Au(111),3,4 low-index surfaces of Bi,5 and Bi/Ag.6,7 Recently, the Rashba spin splitting has been reported also on semiconductor surfaces, such as Si(111) and Ge(111) covered with a monolayer of sixth-row elements,8–10 and is of emerging interest with respect to possible application to spin transport.11,12 The Rashba spin splitting observed to date are limited to the surfaces containing the sixth-row elements with the only exception of Sb(111),13 in agreement with the common understanding that the large Rashba spin splitting is due to strong SOI at close proximity to nuclei of heavier atoms.5,14

In this Rapid Communication, we report on the electronic structure of Bi-covered Ge(111) studied by using angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES), spin-resolved ARPES (SARPES), and first-principles calculation. The result indicates that a spin-polarized surface state and a surface resonance are formed near the upper edge of the bulk valence band (VB) around Γ. The first-principles calculation shows that the characteristic spin structure is induced by combined Rashba and atomic SOI. The wave functions of these states have a small or negligible amplitude at the topmost Bi layer but are spread over subsurface Ge layers. The results imply that the Bi SOI plays negligible role in the spin polarization and evidence the first experimental observation of a surface-state spin polarization due to SOI of a fourth-row element.

ARPES and SARPES measurements were performed with energy resolutions of ~10 meV and ~110 meV, respectively, by using He resonance lamps. The Fermi level (EF) was determined by photoemission from Mo sample holders in contact with the samples. We used p-type Ge(111) substrates (0.2 Ω cm) and prepared the (133×133)R30°-Bi surface as prescribed elsewhere.9,15 All-electron full-potential band calculation was done by using the “augmented plane wave+local orbitals” method implemented in the wien2k code16 with SOI taken into account. The surface was modeled by asymmetric slabs of 10, 22, 32, and 44 Ge layers with one side covered with a (133×133)R30°-Bi monolayer, the structure of which was optimized down to the tenth Ge layer starting from that determined by dynamical low-energy electron-diffraction analysis15 and the other side terminated by H atoms.

ARPES spectra measured near Γ along ΓM are shown by solid lines in Fig. 1(a). The bulk VB maximum (VBM) is determined to be 0.11 eV below EF by using bulk Ge 3d photoemission as a reference.17 The peak at the lowest binding energy, denoted S in Fig. 1(a), is located at 80 meV at Γ(θ0=0°) and disperses downward at |θ| ≥ 1°. As the peak S is located in the projected bulk band gap, we identify this as a surface state.

The Mott detector used is equipped with four electron detectors in two orthogonal scattering planes. Two of the detectors are sensitive to the spin polarization perpendicular to ΓM (U and D), which is expected for usual Rashba SOI and the others almost parallel to ΓM (L and R) under the geometry employed [Fig. 1(e)]. The SARPES spectra from the detectors for U and D are shown by triangles in Fig. 1(a). In the spectra at θ = ±1° and ±2°, two features spin polarized in opposite directions are evident at around 100 and 200 meV. We subtracted a smooth polynomial background determined from the total signal of four detectors, which yielded the spectra shown in Fig. 1(b). Although the SARPES spectra are broader than the ARPES ones, the feature corresponding to S is well discernible. While the U and D spectra coincide with each other at θ = 0°, the S band is spin polarized at θ ≠ 0° toward U (D) at θ < 0° (θ > 0°). The spectra in Fig. 1(b) indicate another component, labeled S′, at 180–210 meV below EF. The S′ state appears to be spin polarized toward the direction opposite to that of S. Note that the S′ photoemission exhibits a small cross section in ARPES [Fig. 1(a)] due to partially polarized light used in ARPES and the geometry different from that for SARPES.

SARPES spectra for the L/R polarization are shown in Fig. 1(c). The spin-independent background, which is the same as that used in Fig. 1(b), was subtracted [Fig. 1(d)]. Since the spin polarization probed in L/R is parallel to initial-state electron wave vector k, no Rashba-SOI-induced spin asymmetry along L/R is expected for surface states.
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expected to be spin polarized toward $/H_11003$ meV below $/H_20849$ the transition from the shown in Fig. 2. For the excitation from the occupied (unoccupied) states. Unoccupied states are shifted downwards in energy by 20.2 eV, which corresponds closely to the photon energy minus the band gap underestimated by the calculation. (Right) The surface reciprocal-lattice vectors (dashed arrows) and bulk and surface Brillouin zones. The solid arrow represents the umklapp process observed.

However, the SARPES spectra in Fig. 1 suggest that the $/H_20849$ peak positions for $/H_20850$ and $/H_20851$. According to the spin-degenerate background. Note that, while the $/H_20850$ peak is located close in energy to $/H_20850$, the $/H_20851$ peak is higher by ~100 meV than $/H_20850$ and hence the peak position may be less affected. In order to determine the peak positions for $/H_20850$ and $/H_20851$ at $/H_20850$ = 1°, we assumed that the bulk component $/H_20850$ contributes to the $/H_20850$ spectra as “spin-degenerate” background. While we do not know the true polarization $/H_20850$, we assumed that the $/H_20851$ and $/H_20850$ are proportional to difference spectra $/H_20850$ − $/H_20851$. We subtracted the background $/H_20851$ and $/H_20850$ with different $/H_20851$ in the range 0.7–1.0, from the spectra in Fig. 1(b). This yielded the most probable peak positions and errors. These are plotted in Fig. 1(f) along with the band map obtained by ARPES, which indicates a band dispersing upward above bulk VBM toward $/H_20850$ and reaches at ~80 meV at $/H_20850$ = 0.03 Å$^{-1}$. The feature is observed also in the ARPES data taken with He II (40.8 eV), in agreement with the assignment of this band to a surface state.

Figure 3 shows the calculated states along $/H_20850$M. Thin lines indicate the bulk bands projected onto the (111) surface. The position of the bulk VBM is adjusted to the experiment. Note that there are bulk bands just above VBM as indicated by thin broken lines. As is well known, first-principles calculations based on density-functional theory underestimate band gaps. For Ge, the band gap is calculated to be zero at $/H_20850$ and at $/H_20850$. Note also that the SO split-off bulk band is seen below VBM with $/H_20851$ = 0.28 eV.

The calculated band structure exhibits spin-polarized states as indicated by circles. The spin polarization along $/H_20850$, as expected from Rashba SOI, is indicated in Fig. 3(a).
spin oriented along $U/D$. Switching off the SOI only at Bi atoms makes negligible difference, ruling out also the scattering of bulk states at the surface Bi layer playing a role. These indicate that Bi SOI plays negligible role and the spin polarization of $S$ and $S'$ is induced by SOI of Ge atoms.

In Fig. 3(c), the bands calculated without SOI are shown. Thin lines indicate the projected bulk bands calculated without SOI and hence the “split-off” bulk band is not split-off. A Ge-derived surface band is seen above the projected bulk bands, which is closely in accordance with the $S$ band. The $S'$ band, however, has no corresponding band in the band structure without SOI. The comparison suggests a scenario (Fig. 4) similar to that for Bi/Ag(111). First, the atomic SOI lifts the degeneracy of $p_x$ and $p_y$ at $\bar{\Gamma}$ and forms states that can be classified as $j=3/2$ ($S$) and $1/2$ ($S'$) at $\bar{\Gamma}$. The energy difference of 0.18 eV between $S$ and $S'$ at $\bar{\Gamma}$ compares well with the atomic SO splitting of Ge 4$p$ (0.19 eV). Second, at $k_l \neq 0$, the $S$ and $S'$ states are further split by Rashba SOI. Note that the lower branch of $S$ is seen as tiny dots in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). For the $S$ band, the splitting $\Delta_R$ increases linearly up to $\sim 10$ meV at $k_l \sim 0.05$ Å$^{-1}$, yielding $\alpha_R = 0.2$ eV Å. The Rashba spin-split pair for $S'$ cannot be specified unambiguously because of the hybridization with the bulk states.

The calculations done for the 10, 22, 32, and 44 layer slabs indicate the same spin polarization of the surface bands at almost the same binding energies. This indicates that these states are not quantum-well states, which must be shifted in energy depending on the slab thickness. The calculated binding energies and spin structure show a good agreement with those observed by SARPES.

The dispersion of $S$ and $S'$ suggests the hybridization among two pairs of Rashba spin-split surface bands and bulk states. For $|k_l| < 0.1$ Å$^{-1}$, the low-energy branch of $S$ shows the spin polarization parallel to that of the upper branch, though the magnitude is very small, and the $S$ and $S'$ bands exhibit opposite spin polarization. These should be due to the hybridization between $S$ and $S'$. Similar effect was found for the unoccupied bands on Bi and Pb on Ag(111) (Ref. 23) and was discussed in detail for Bi/Cu(111). Smaller energy separation between $j=3/2$ and 1/2 in the present case results in stronger hybridization. For $|k_l| > 0.15$ Å$^{-1}$, the spin polarization of $S$ and $S'$ toward $U/D$ is reduced. Spin polarization along $z$ [Fig. 3(b)] shows that the two bands get close in energy and their spins are reoriented toward the surface normal. At $|k_l| > 0.2$ Å$^{-1}$, the spins of $S$ and $S'$ are again oriented toward $U$ and $D$. Similar spin reorientation due to the hybridization was experimentally observed for Bi and Pb on Ag(111).

As to the physical origin of the long-decaying Ge $p$-derived surface state, it should be noted that the band...
disperses in parallel with the edge of the bulk band with steeper dispersion as shown in Fig. 3c. This suggests that the modification of potential due to the Bi adsorption should play important role in forming the surface band in a way similar to the well-formulated mechanism that yields so-called Shockley states. We confirmed by calculation that substitution of Bi with other elements such as Ag yields similar surface bands. The magnitude of Rashba SOI is determined by the asymmetry of charge distribution along the surface normal at closest proximity to atomic nuclei because of the contribution of the steepest nuclear potential gradient. For a bulk Ge atom, the steepness of nuclear potential gradient.14 For a bulk Ge atom, while the charge distribution is asymmetric along the [111] direction, the asymmetry cancels out for adjacent layers. The inset in Fig. 3d shows the charge distribution along the surface normal summed over the sixth and seventh layer Ge atoms, at which amplitude and spin polarization are largest, as a function of relative z coordinate, \( \xi \), with respect to the nuclei, indicating a peak at \( \xi \approx 0.01 \) a.u. and a dip at \( \xi \approx -0.02 \) a.u. (1 a.u. = 0.529 Å), which contribute to Rashba SOI.

In summary, we have found Ge 4p-derived surface bands on the Bi-covered Ge(111) surface. These are split by atomic SOI at \( \vec{\Gamma} \), resulting in a surface-state band and a surface-resonance band. The both bands are spin polarized due to Rashba SOI. In order to realize spin current at semiconductor surfaces, a metallic, spin-polarized band is of crucial importance. Although the spin-polarized S and S' bands on Bi/Ge(111) are not metallic, a small amount of hole doping would make the S band metallic. Since there are no other metallic bands on this surface, the surface conductivity should be governed by S, which should then give rise to spin-polarized current and work as a spin filter. An important point is that such a long-decaying surface state with small or negligible amplitude at the topmost surface layer is essentially an interface state and can be induced at any heterojunctions. Similar spin-polarized states should be obtained at Ge surfaces covered with thicker films of appropriate materials, which can then be used for various transport experiments under atmospheric conditions.
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